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ABSTRACT: The effective crystal field (ECF) methodology previously developed for
description of the electronic structure of transition metal complexes (TMCs) is combined
with molecular mechanics (MM) formalism. In this way, a new method for calculations of
potential energy surfaces of the Werner-type TMC is developed. It is based on a combined
quantum mechanics (QM)–MM approach with the ECF method taking part of the QM and
advanced MM package MMPC developed for the metal ion complex computations and
based on the CHARMM organic force field. The MM region consists of ligand atoms and
metal ion coordination sphere, leaving out effects of d-shell, while the QM region is limited
to metal ion d-shell. Crystal field matrix for the d-shell is calculated with use of the local
ECF method. It is shown that the procedure proposed reproduces with considerable
accuracy geometry characteristics of values of the Fe(II) complexes with both mono- and
polydentate ligands. © 2002 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J Quantum Chem 88: 588–605, 2002
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Introduction

M olecular mechanics (MM) [1] is widely used
in calculations of potential energy surfaces

(PESs) of organic molecules, both per se and in

molecular dynamics simulations. The conventional
MM scheme faces, however, significant problems
when applied to the metal ion complexes. The main
problem is an adequate modeling of coordination
sphere, which, in fact, presents two closely related
subproblems: accounting for coordination polyhe-
dron flexibility and for electronic structure details.

Conventional MM considers metal center (as
well as all the other atoms) as having a definite
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ideal (strain-free) stereochemistry, which is allowed
to be distorted only slightly. Electronic structure is
accounted for only implicitly, through the choice of
ideal polyhedron and associated with it deforma-
tion potentials/constants. The typical paradigm,
valence force field with harmonic potentials (VFF-
H), requires definition of a unique set of ideal bond
lengths and valence angles around the metal ion
and associated stretching/bending constants. For
most metal ions, the VFF-H model prevents analy-
sis of real-world, significantly distorted structures,
as well as structural rearrangements (which are
numerous in coordination chemistry).

The obvious solution of the problem is to reject
the VFF-H formalism for metal ions, in parts or at
all. The most straightforward way is to describe
(angular) deformations in coordination sphere with
specially dedicated potential functions rather than
with harmonic potentials. In this respect, a moder-
ately successful use of trigonometric or double-well
potentials has been reported [2–5]. A more radical
and popular approach is the so-called “points-on-
a-sphere” (POS) scheme [6–9]. It suggests that the
shape of coordination polyhedron is ultimately dic-
tated by the ligand–ligand van der Waals interac-
tions, thus eliminating the need in definition of
idealized polyhedron and associated angular pa-
rameters. Recently, it has been shown [10, 11] that
this approach may be further improved by consid-
ering not van der Waals interligand interactions but
“coordination bonds repulsion,” as suggested by
well-known and extremely successful qualitative
theories by Gillespie and Hargittai [12] and Kepert
[13]. To our mind, this last version of MM, so-called
Gillespie–Kepert MM (MMGK) [10, 11] is a maxi-
mum of what may be reached within the pure MM
framework. It allows a proper description of many
cases of significant distortion in coordination geom-
etry (for a discussion and examples, see Refs. [10,
11]).

However, even this last MMGK version of MM
suffers from a general problem of being not capable
to account for important consequences of details of
electronic structure of transition metal ions (TMIs).
This is not a technical issue that may be solved by
use of more intricate versions of potential functions.
As mentioned in Ref. [14], the physical precondi-
tion of successful use of MM for common organic
molecules is that their electronic excited states are
well separated from the respective ground states on
the energy scale. Only one quantum state of elec-
tronic system is experimentally observed and the
MM (a sort of classic) description becomes valid. By

contrast, the behavior of the metal valence d-shell is
sufficiently quantum: Several electronic states may
appear in a narrow energy range close to its ground
state so that sometimes the PESs corresponding to
different electronic terms of the d-Shell intersect,
resulting in spin transitions [15, 16].

Consequently, it seems necessary to directly in-
corporate a quantum mechanical (QM) description
of the central atom and its closest surrounding into
computational scheme while the rest of molecule
may be still described within MM formalism. In
other words, we need hybrid quantum mechanics/
molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods.

Recently, a general approach to description of
the molecular electronic structure and potential en-
ergy has been suggested [17] that makes it possible
to apply quantum chemical description to that part
of molecule in which electronic terms are close on
the energy scale and use the MM description for the
part where the closest electronic states remain dis-
tant in energy. An analogous approach has been
also applied in articles [14, 18] for the PES evalua-
tion of the spin-crossover in Fe(II) complexes. It was
suggested in Ref. [14] to calculate the energy of the
d-shell as that of the ground state of the dn-config-
uration in the effective crystal field (ECF; see below)
induced by the ligands. The energy of the d-shell in
the ECF approximation depends both on the mo-
lecular geometry (position and orientation of the
ligands around the central ion) and electronic struc-
ture of the ligands. However, the approach [14] is
computationally intensive as it requires calculation
of electronic structure of the whole ligand sphere at
each step of geometry optimization, which reduces
its practical significance [14, 18].

Another approach to incorporating TMI in the
general MM scheme was proposed in Refs. [19, 20].
It uses the angular overlap model (AOM) in the
cellular ligand field (CLF) formulation [21] and rep-
resents the energy of the d-shell in the crystal field
as a sum of one-electron energies of the occupied
d-levels in a one-electron approximation. The crys-
tal field acting upon the d-states, in turn, is repre-
sented as a sum of contributions from each ligand,
described by the AOM parameters e�� and e�. De-
pendence of the AOM parameters on metal–ligand
distance in Refs. [19, 20] is interpolated by fitting
empirical values of the former for different ligands.
This approach (CLFSE/MM, [19]) has been used for
calculation of the structures of nickel (II) complexes
with amine and �-type ligands. However, CLFSE
neglects the d-electron correlations which, in fact,
are responsible for the form of the energy low-
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excitation spectrum of the d-shell. Consequently,
the ECF scheme seems to be of more general appli-
cability (see Discussion).

In this article, we report a computationally effi-
cient combination of the local [22] version of the
ECF method—LECF with the MMGK procedure
and the application of the hybrid method to the
calculations of molecular geometry for a series of
Fe(II) complexes (having different ground-state to-
tal spin) with nitrogen-containing ligands.

The article is organized as follows: In the next
section, we briefly review the basic features of the
ECF method [23] and of its local incarnation [22].
Next, we describe a new approach allowing us to
determine the ECF as a sum of contributions from
the separate ligands taking into account the chem-
ical nature of the ligands and (with use of pertur-
bation technique) the Coulomb interaction of the
ligand with the rest of the complex. The last section
provides the examples of application of ECF/
MMGK to some real-world problems.

Theory: Estimation of Effective
Crystal Field

As mentioned in the Introduction, the key point
for incorporation of TMI into MM is to estimate the
energy of the d-shell as a function of the ligand
sphere geometry and composition. In this section,
we develop the working formulae based on the ECF
theory performing this task.

BASICS OF THE ECF

The ECF method is based on a general concept of
separating electron variables. In the context of the
original ECF method [23], the motivation of such a
separation is that the electron correlations are much
more significant in the d-shell rather than in the
ligands and for that reason different levels of ap-
proximation must be used for different parts of the
TMC. The same concept applies when a hybrid
QM/MM method is to be developed [24]: Electrons
have to be divided into groups; some of the groups
whose excited electronic states are available in the
experiment are treated quantum mechanically
whereas the behavior of other groups whose ex-
cited electronic states lay high in energy (and are
not available in experiment) are modeled with use
of MM. In a TMC containing one transition metal
ion and ligands around it, the separation of elec-

trons into groups is performed as follows: The basis
of valence atomic orbitals (AOs) containing the 4s-,
4p-, and 3d-AOs of the metal atom (for a first-
transition-row element) and those of the ligand at-
oms is, according to Ref. [23], divided into two
parts. The first contains only 3d-orbitals of the tran-
sition metal atom (d-system). The rest contains 4s-,
4p-AOs of the metal atom and the valence AOs of
the ligand atoms. All these orbitals together are
termed as ligand (l-)system. In the ECF method
[23], it is shown that the d-shell can be described by
the effective QM Hamiltonian Hd

eff:

Hd
eff � �

���

U��
eff d��

� d�� �
1
2 �

����

�
�	

�������d��
� d�	

� d�	d��,

(1)

where the d-electron Coulomb interaction term is
inherited from the free ion and the effective core
parameters U��

eff contain contributions from the
Coulomb and the resonance interaction between
the d- and l-systems:

U��
eff � 
��Udd � W��

atom � W��
field � W��

cov, (2)

where

W��
atom � 
��� �

��s,p

g��P��� (3)

is the repulsion of electrons in the d-shell from
those in the 4s- and 4p-AOs of the metal;

W��
field � �

L

QLV��
L (4)

is the Coulomb interaction of d-electrons with the
net charges on the ligand atoms, having the stan-
dard crystal field theory form [25]; and the cova-
lence part:

W��
cov � ��

i

��i��i�1  ni

�Edi


ni

�Eid
� (5)

ultimately comes from the resonance interaction
between the d- and l-systems. According to the ECF
method [23], the l-system is described by a single
Slater determinant �l that has to be obtained from
a self-consistent field (SCF) procedure. Solving the
SCF problem for the l-system allows us to deter-
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mine one-electron density matrix P��, orbital ener-
gies of molecular orbitals (MOs) �i, and the MO–
LCAO coefficients ci�. These quantities completely
define the electronic structure of the l-system and
are used to calculate the effective Hamiltonian (1)
because in Eqs. (3)–(5) QL � ¥��L P�� � ZL is the
effective charge of the ligand atom L; ZL is the core
charge of the ligand atom L; V��

L is the matrix
element of the potential energy operator describing
the interaction between a d-electron and a unit
charge placed on the ligand atom L; ni is the occu-
pation number of the ith l-MO (ni � 0 or 1); �Edi

(�Eid) is the energy necessary to transfer an electron
from the d-shell (from the ith l-MO) to the ith l-MO
(to the d-shell):

�Edi � �Ai � Id

�Eid � Ii  Ad, (6)

where Ii and Ai are the ionization potential and the
electron affinity of the ith l-MO and Id and Ad are,
respectively, the effective ionization potential and
the electron affinity of the d-shell. The resonance
integrals ��i in Eq. (5) are given by

��i � �
�

���ci�,

where ci� is the MO–LCAO coefficient and ��� is
the resonance integral between the �th l-AO and
the �th d-AO.

LOCAL VERSION OF ECF

As one can see the ECF method [23] involves the
covalent term Eq. (5) to the crystal field, which is
strongly related to the canonical MOs (CMOs) of
the l-system. According to calculations [23, 26–29],
namely, the covalent term dominates (up to 80–
90%) the d-level splitting. The Coulomb interaction
with the effective charges on the ligand atoms gives
the remaining 10–20% of the splitting and inciden-
tally has local character. The AOM method em-
ployed in Refs. [19, 20], by contrast, operates with
some local quantities, which are, however, not
clearly defined and cannot be obtained in another
way rather than fitting experimental data [21, 30].
The interpolation for the AOM parameters pro-
posed and used in Refs. [19, 20] in the framework of
the CLFSE approach is too much simplified in two
respects: (1) It does not reflect the chemical identity

of the ligand because the single formula (see below)
is used for all ligands of similar structure and com-
position, although the AOM theory itself [21, 30]
insists on the chemical specificity of its parameters;
(2) the dependence of the AOM parameters on mo-
lecular geometry adopted in Refs. [19, 20] does not
cover that on orientation of the ligands with respect
to the metal atom.

In our recent article [22], we derived and tested a
local version of the ECF method and calculated the
AOM parameters on its basis. Here we review
briefly the derivarion of the local form for the co-
valent part of the ECF W��

cov, which allows us to
recast it into the form compatible with the MM
approach and reformulate the calculation of the
d-shell energy in terms of the AOM parameters,
which now become calculable for arbitrary geome-
try of the ligand sphere and absorb the information
on the electronic structure of the ligands (see be-
low). To this end, we notice that Eq. (5) can be
rewritten in terms of the retarded (ret) and ad-
vanced (adv) Green’s functions for the l-system [31,
32]:

Gii
ret�z� � ��l�ai�Fl

eff  z��1ai
���l	

Gii
adv�z� � ���l�ai

��Fl
eff  z��1ai��l	 (7)

taken at z � Id, Ad, respectively. (Here, Fl
eff is the

effective one-electron Fock operator for the l-sys-
tem.) Poles of the l-system Green’s function are the
ionization potentials Ii and electron affinities Ai of
the latter related to the ith l-MO, whether occupied
or vacant, respectively. Taking into account that the
removed (or added) electron is actually transferred
to (from) the transition metal atom, rather than to
(from) infinity, the ionization potential and electron
affinity of the l-system acquire the form:

Ii � ��i  gdi

Ai � ��i � gdi,

where gdi is the energy of the Coulomb interaction
between an electron and a hole that are located in
the metal d-shell and on the ith l-MO, respectively.

Then, for Eq. (5) we get

W��
cov � ��

i

��i��i 
Gii
ret�Id� � Gii

adv�Ad��. (8)
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The Green’s functions allow us to express the
result of Eq. (5) in the arbitrary basis of the one-
electron states of the l-system. We perform a uni-
tary transformation of the l-system CMOs �i	, which
are the eigenstates of the respective Fock operator
to the localized MOs (LMOs) �L	 for the occupied
and empty MOs separately:

�L	 � �
i

ciL�i	. (9)

Summation over i in Eq. (9) runs either over occu-
pied or vacant MO. Here, ciL are the coefficients of
the ith CMO in the expansion of the Lth LMO (the
coefficients ciL are invariants of the molecular elec-
tronic structure and do not change under the coor-
dinate frame rotation). The expansion of LMOs
over the AOs has the form

cL� � �
i

ciLci�, (10)

where cL� is the coefficient of the �th AO in the
expansion of the Lth LMO. There are many local-
ization techniques known in the literature that are
used to find the transformation coefficients ciL. We
used that based on the max �4 localization proce-
dure [33], which is the most feasible technically. We
modified the procedure built into the MOPAC6
package [34] to make it capable of performing lo-
calization of either occupied or vacant orbitals. The
max �4 procedure results in strongly localized
states. In the framework of the accepted localization
method, the donor atom AOs give the main contri-
bution to the LPs (93% from s- and p-AO of the
donor atom) whereas the metal 4s- and 4p-AOs give
6%. Contribution from other AOs does not exceed
1%. Also, the LPs are well localized on the energy
scale. In the case of the [Fe(py)6]2� molecule, all
contributions to the LP of the pyridine ligand are
located in four energy intervals having widths not
exceeding 0.1 a.u., which give respectively in order
of increasing energy 17, 17, 32, and 28% (totally
94%) of the LP weight. For the [Co(NH3)6]2� and
[Fe(H2O)6]2� complexes, a similar picture is ob-
served [22].

In the basis of the LMOs, the resonance integrals
entering Eq. (5) acquire the form

��i � �
L

��LciL

��L � �
�

cL����. (11)

Inserting the above ��is in the expression for W��
cov

in Eq. (8) (further on the resonance integrals ��i and
��L refer, respectively, to the CMOs and LMOs
basic sets) one gets

W��
cov � ��

i

��i��i�1  ni

�Edi


ni

�Eid
�

� ��
LL�

��L��L� �
i

ciLciL� � 1  ni

Id  gdi � �i


ni

 Ad  gdi  �i
�

� �
LL�

��L��L��GLL�
ret �Id� � GLL�

adv�Ad��. (12)

Clearly, the unitary transformation from the
CMOs basis to the LMOs basis of the l-system does
not affect the covalent part of the ECF. It turned out,
however (see Ref. [22]), that the sum over diagonal
pairs with L� � L in (12) is the most efficient and
convenient approximation for 10Dq with the error
not exceeding 0.1 eV. This accuracy is also compa-
rable to that of the ECF method itself. The formal
expression for this approximate summation is

W��
cov � �

�

�
L��

��L��LGLL
adv�Ad�, (13)

where the index � enumerates the ligands where
the LPs are located; the subscript L is that of the LP
itself. Because in the above formula only the LPs are
employed that have contributions only from the
occupied CMOs, Eq. (13) contains only the ad-
vanced Green’s function. By this, we arrive to the
local form of the ECF theory.

PERTURBATIVE TREATMENT OF L-SYSTEM

In the previous sections, we reviewed the ECF
theory and its local reformulation (LECF), which
allowed us to derive and calculate the crystal field.
It is in particular important that by this method this
can be done for arbitrary geometry of the complex,
a prerequisite for developing a hybrid QM/MM
method. It is, however, one-half way to the goal.
Although the summation scheme over the local
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states in Eq. (13) is approximate, the Green’s func-
tion of the l-system employed in it is still an exact
one. It represents formally in the local basis the
result of the complete SCF procedure applied to the
whole l-system. It implicitly involves all the orbitals
of the l-system, namely, the metal 4s, 4p-AOs, and
the valence orbitals of the ligands. It would be,
however, more computationaly feasible to express
the ECF matrix (and thus the energy of the d-shell)
in terms of the electronic structure parameters of
the free ligands. Toward this end, the Green’s func-
tion of the l-system Gl has to be expressed in terms
of free ligands (or even of their fragments in the
case of polydentate ligands with several donor at-
oms).

The natural way to do so is to apply the pertur-
bation technique taking the Green’s function of a
system consisting of noninteracting metal ion and
ligands as an unperturbed one. In general, two
kinds of interactions between the central metal ion
and the ligands must be turned on along a way
from the state of isolated ligands and TMI to this
bound state in the complex. The first is the Cou-
lomb interaction of the ligands with the field of the
central ion having the charge (ZM � nd) e. The
second is the resonance responsible for one-electron
transfers between the ligands and the 4s-, 4p- AOs
of the metal atom. The bare Green’s function for the
unperturbed l-system G00

l has the following simple
block diagonal form:

G00
l � �

G0
M 0 0 0

0 G0
�1 0 0

0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 G0

�n
�. (14)

Nonvanishing blocks G0
�i correspond to separate

ligands (fragments) �i containing the diagonal
GLL

� (�) Green’s function matrix elements of the lone
pair L at �i:

�G0
�����LL

adv � �
i��

lim

30�

�ciL
� �2

�  �i�
�0� � i


, (15)

where summation involves all the MOs that have
nonvanishing ciL

� contribution to the lone pair L; the
off-diagonal matrix elements GLL�

� are nonvanishing
only if the LMOs L and L� belong to the same ligand
� (fragment).

The Green’s function matrix block G0
M has the

form

G0
M���mm�

ret � lim

30�


mm�

�  �m
�0�  i


, (16)

where the subscript m runs over 4s and 4p(x, y, z)
AOs of the TMI; the energies �m

(0) correspond to
those of the mth level of the free metal ion, that is,

�4s
�0� � Uss � nd gsd

�4p
�0� � Upp � nd g� pd, (17)

where Upp, Uss and gsd, g�pd are, respectively, param-
eters of the core attraction and repulsion of elec-
trons placed in the s- and p-orbitals of the metal
atom from its d-electrons.

The two sorts of interactions mentioned above
play, however, different roles. The Coulomb inter-
action does not break the block-diagonal structure
of the bare Green’s function G00

l . By contrast, the
resonance interaction smashes the block structure.
As shown in Refs. [22, 23, 26–29, 35], the total
electron transfer from each ligand to the metal ion
4s-, 4p-AOs amounts to 0.1–0.15 of unit charge per
ligand at the physically reasonable metal–ligand
distances (at longer separations it is even smaller).
This makes it possible to take the resonance into
account with use of perturbation theory in the metal–
ligand one-electron hopping. In this article, we re-
strict ourselves to the effect of the Coulomb field
only, that is, to the zero order with respect to the
resonance. In this setting, the LMOs of the l-system
can be expanded in terms of the CMOs not of the
whole l-system, but in terms of the MOs of the
respective ligand (fragment) only. Thus, the sum-
mation index i in the second row of Eq. (12) enu-
merates the MOs for each ligand (fragment) sepa-
rately. The CMO orbital energies (forming narrow
quasibands) that appear as the Green’s function
poles can be replaced by the close values of the
orbital energies of the separate ligands (fragments)
within the complex. That allows us to conserve the
block-diagonal form also for the approximate
Green’s function for the l-system:

G0
l � GL � GM

GL �
�

� G�, (18)

where GM and G� are the Green’s function matrices
G0

M and G0
� but with the poles (orbital energies) of

the metal ion in the Coulomb field induced by the
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charges localized on the ligand atoms whereas the
poles of Green’s function matrices G� correspond
to the orbital energies of the ligand molecules in the
Coulomb field induced by the central ion and by
other ligands (�� � �) rather than to those of the
free ligands.

In the following subsection, we consider an im-
plementation of this approach allowing us to ex-
press the Green’s function of the l-system in terms
of the Green’s functions of separate ligands taking
into account the Coulomb field effects.

EFFECTS OF COULOMB FIELD WITHIN THE
RIGID LIGANDS’ MOS MODEL

The accepted model of electronic structure of
TMC considers the metal ion as a point charge
(equal to its oxidation degree or formal charge). The
electron transfers from the ligand orbitals to the
metal ion valence AOs are neglected. Within such
an approach, the influence of the central ion on the
surrounding ligands reduces to that of the Cou-
lomb field. The Coulomb field affects the positions
of the poles of the Green’s function (orbital ener-
gies) of the free ligands. The form of the CMOs of
each ligand remain unchanges, which results in a
picture of the rigid ligands’ MOs. According to Ref.
[31], the effect of the Coulomb field upon the orbital
energies within the first-order perturbation theory
can be represented as

�G���1 � �G0
���1  �� f �, (19)

where G0
� is the Green’s function for the free ligand

and the self-energy term �( f ) is due to the external
field. The perturbed Green’s function G� has the
same form as before:

�G�����LL
adv � �

i�L

lim

30�

�c iL
� �2

�  �i � i
 , (20)

but its poles are expressed through the orbital en-
ergies of the free ligand �i

(0) and the self-energy
parts ¥ii

( f ):

�i � �i
�0� � �

ii

� f �. (21)

The self-energy ¥ii
( f ) is expressed through the partial

electron densities by the relation

�
ii

� f � � ��ZM  nd�e 2 �
N��
��N

c�i
2

RN
 e 2 �

����
N����

QN� �
N�N�
��N

c�i
2

RNN�

� �e 2 �
N��

c�i
2 ��ZM  nd�

RN
� �

����
N����

QN�

RNN��. (22)

These formulae comprise the rigid ligands’ MO’s
(RLMO) model of the electronic structure of the
l-system of the TMC.

Implementing LECF for Extending MM
to TMC

TOTAL ENERGY WITHIN THE MMECF
MODEL

The basis for integration of the ECF with the MM
is proposed in Ref. [14]. According to Ref. [14], the
total energy of a TMC in its nth electronic state in
the ECF approximation is

E � EL � Ed
eff�n�

Ed
eff�n� � ��n

d�Hd
eff��n

d	. (23)

The conjecture [17] is that the ligand energy EL can
be replaced by EMM—the MM approximate energy.
In the present work, we also assume that the effec-
tive d-shell electron energy Ed

eff(n) specific for the
nth electronic spin state that ultimately comes from
the LECF method can be estimated with use of
approximations formulated in above:

E � EMM � Ed
eff�n�. (24)

In the previous section, we presented derivation for
general formulae that comprise the perturbation
theory-based approach to evaluation of the Green’s
function of the l-subsystem using those of the sep-
arate free ligands as a zero approximation. Ob-
tained l-system Green’s function can be estimated
for arbitrary molecular geometry without the SCF
calculation for the whole l-system, computationally
more feasible than the SCF procedure itself. Insert-
ing this form of the l-system Green’s function into
the local ECF formulae Eq. (13) yields an estimate
for the crystal field acting on the d-shell of a central
TMI for each molecular configuration of the TMC.

In Eq. (24), the term Ed
eff(n) corresponds to the

effective d-shell energy calculated as the nth eigen-
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state of the effective d-shell Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
The crystal field part of this Hamiltonian is esti-
mated in the framework of the local ECF approach
Eq. (13). In the previous sections, we proposed the
rigid ligand’s MO model that represents the
Green’s function G0

l Eqs. (18) and (19) including
only the ligand MO energy shifts with ¥ii

( f ) of Eq.
(22) calculated with use of the partial charges cal-
culated for free ligands.

PARAMETERS USED IN THE MMGK–LECF
APPROACH

The hybrid scheme involving MM component
requires extensive parameterization. The entire set
of parameters consists of three subsets. These are
the subsets relevant for description of the free d-
shell, the parameters of the MM part, and those
relevant to the junction between the MM and ECF
parts.

d-Shell Parameters

The d-shell electronic parameters are taken from
the ECF method without changes. They are specific
exponents of atomic orbitals, d-electron core attrac-
tion parameter Udd, and the Racah parameters of
electron–electron Coulomb repulsion in the d-shell
B and C specific either for the complex (if known) or
their standard values for the free ion tabulated, say,
in Ref. [25]. They are described in detail in Ref. [23].

MM Parameters

The organic part of a molecule and metal ion
coordination sphere, leaving out effects of the d-
shell, is described in the present hybrid procedure
in terms of the MMGK method. According to the
MMGK, the arrangement of the donor atoms
around the metal is dictated by mutual repulsion
between all metal–ligand (M–L) bonds. It is as-
sumed that the repulsion occurs between the effec-
tive centers of repulsion lying on the M–L bonds on
the distance reff from the metal ion. This term im-
plicitly accounts for the electronic effects in the
coordination sphere that could not be described
within bare ECF formalism (which considers only
d-electron splitting). Energy of the “bond repul-
sion” in the coordination sphere is

Eij
rep � AiAj/Rij

6,

where

Rij
2 � ri,eff

2 � rj,eff
2  2ri,effrj,eff cos�XiM̂Xj�;

ri,eff � R�M  Xi�di,eff; (25)

R(MOXi) is the actual MOXi bond length; Ai, Aj,
deff,i, deff, j are new force-field parameters, character-
izing energy of repulsion (A) and positions of the
centers of repulsion (deff).

The total MMGK conformation energy of a mol-
ecule is

EMM � � Eb � � Eang � �Etors � �Enb � �Eimp

� �Erep, (26)

where the energy terms are

Eb � 0.5Kr�r  r0�
2

the energy of bond stretching;

Eb � D0
e���r�r0�  1�2

Morse function to allow large variations in metal–
donor atom bond lengths in different TMC spin
states for:

Eang � 0.5K���  �0�
2

the energy of valence angle bending; note that an-
gles around the metal ion are not considered as
they are described through Gillespie–Kepert term.

Etors � 0.5V0�1 � cos
n�� � ����

the energy of torsion interaction;

Enb � �ij�r0

rij
�12

 2�ij�r0

rij
�6

the energy of nonbonded interaction;

Eimp � 0.5Kimp
2

the energy of improper torsion (out-of-plane) inter-
action.

MM parameters for organic part of molecule
were primarily taken from the CHARMM force
field [36, 37], while specific metal-dependent pa-
rameters are fitted within the MMECF method. The
full set of the MMGK force-field parameters is
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available on request. The same parameters are used
for any spin state.

Junction Parameters

Because within the LECF energy part the entire
system is divided into two parts, that is, the d-shell
and the ligands’ l-system, their junction requires
separate attention. There are two kinds of parame-
ters corresponding, respectively, to the d–l interac-
tion and to the l-system electronic structure charac-
terized below.

d–l Interaction Parameters. In the original ECF
theory, the specific parameters describing the inter-
action between the subsystems were fitted to repro-
duce the d-level splitting for octahedral complexes
with a specific donor atom. The set of the intersys-
tem interaction parameters includes the gsd and g�pd

parameters of the Coulomb interaction between d-
shell and transition metal valence s- and p-electrons
taken from Oleari’s work [38], the valence state
ionization potentials for the d-shell and the donor
atoms taken from [39], and the dimensionless fac-
tors �ML characteristic for a metal–donor atom pair,
scaling the resonance interaction. These parameters
are transferred from the original ECF [23] to the
MMECF package without change.

Electronic Structure Parameters of the l-System. The
original ECF [23] method employs the CNDO ap-
proximation [40] to estimate the parameters of the
electronic structure of the l-system required for the
calculation of the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (1).
These quantities (one-electron densities, orbital en-
ergies, and MO-LCAO expansion coefficients) had
to be calculated for each molecular geometry by the
approximate SCF procedure extended to the entire
l-system. In the RLMO approximation, these quan-
tities are estimated pertrubatively, more economic
from the computational point of view but requiring
a larger number of parameters. Within the RLMO
model, the electronic structure of the free ligand
prototype is supposed to be unchanged during the
complex formation. Thus, for the LECF calculations
we used the charge distribution calculated for the
free ligand itself, that is, the effective point charges
are found from the CNDO calculation on the free
ligand and considered as electronic structure pa-
rameters for the l-system. Also, the orbital energies
of the ligand MOs having nonzero contribution to
the lone pair of the donor atom calculated for the
free ligand are to be fed to the MMECF procedure.

They are used to estimate the positions of the poles
of the Green’s function in the Coulomb field of the
charges within the complex according to Eq. (21)
with use of the partial densities of the ith MOs on
the atom A of the ligand (fragment) �:

�iA � �
��A

ci�
2

also considered as parameters (here, ci� are MO
LCAO coefficients of the free ligand). Finally, the
expansion coefficients of the LP c�L used in Eqs. (11)
and (12), where � runs over the donor atom AOs
having the dominating contribution to the LP, and
calculated within the ligand fixed coordinate frame
(LFCF, see below) are treated as parameters of the
electronic structure of the l-system. All these quan-
tities are calculated with use of the CNDO param-
eterization for free ligands.

Results and Discussion

In our present study, the basic procedure for
treating PESs of TMCs within the MM approach is
constructed. To do so we, first, reformulate in the
local form, that is, in terms of the field increments
induced by the lone pairs of the ligands, the
semiempirical ECF theory (which previously al-
lowed us to calculate with appropriate accuracy the
crystal field induced by the ligands on the TMC’s
d-shells). This allowed us to find explicit formulae
for the crystal field matrix expressed through the
electronic characteristics of the free ligands lone
pairs and the procedure to calculate them. In the
framework of our approach, the crystal field matrix
is calculated for arbitrary arrangement and orien-
tation of the ligands around the central TMI. This
puts our approach into a close relation with the
empirical angular overlap model (AOM) theory [21,
30]. The latter, despite its purely empirical charac-
ter, is widely used for interpretation of experimen-
tal data on electronic structure of the d-shell in
TMCs. Because the AOM-based approaches to de-
scription of TMIs in the MM framework are present
in the literature [19, 20], let us discuss briefly the
relation and difference between the AOM and the
local ECF.

LOCAL ECF AND THE AOM

The formulae Eqs. (12) and (13) of the local ver-
sion of the ECF theory are close to formal expres-
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sions used to substantiate the AOM [21]. As men-
tioned in the Introduction, the AOM is used as a
basis for constructing the CLFSE approach to incor-
poration of TM into MM [19, 20]. Here, we establish
a relation between the AOM and the local ECF
methods.

According to the AOM, the crystal field is given
by the sum (cellular expansion [21])

V�� � �d��Vcf �d�	 � �
l

v��
l

� �
l

�v ��
l �stat � �

l

�v��
l �dyn, (27)

where the sum over l is extended to all the cells [21]
that are not clearly defined. According to the AOM,
the cellular contributions into the crystal field ma-
trix element v��

l are related to the cellular AOM
parameters e���

l through a purely geometric rela-
tion:

v��
l � �

���

R��
l�e���

l R���
l

vl � Rl�elRl, (28)

where the transformation coefficients R��
l form a

unitary matrix Rl that transforms d-orbitals from
the global (laboratory) coordinate frame (GCF) to
the diatomic coordinate frame (DCF) related to the
ligand l. The latter is chosen in such a way that its
z-axis is the straight line connecting the metal atom
with the ligand donor atom. The matrix elements
e���

l of the el matrix in the DCF are labeled by the
indici ��� taking values �, �x, �y, 
xy, 
x2�y2 accord-
ing to the symmetry of the metal d-orbitals with
respect to the z-axis of the DCF [21, 30]. To establish
the relation with the local ECF, we naturally iden-
tify the Coulomb term of the ECF method Eq. (4)
with the static contribution of the AOM and the
covalent contribution W��

cov of the local ECF method
in the form given by Eq. (13) with the dynamic
contribution of the AOM. Under these assumptions
we can rewrite Eq. (13) as

W��
cov � �

�

�v��
� �dyn , (29)

with

�v��
� �dyn � �

L��

��L��LGLL
adv�Ad� (30)

and analogously for the static contribution from Eq.
(4)

W��
field � �

�

�v��
� �stat � �

�

�
A��

QAV��
A , (31)

where sum is over all atoms A of the TMC. In Ref.
[22], the covalent contribution to the parameters e���

�

was found:

�e���
� �dyn � �

��

R��
� � �

L��

��LGLL
adv�Ad���L	R���

� , (32)

where ��L
� is the resonance integral between the Lth

LMO of the ligand � and the metal d-AOs in the
GCF and R��

� is the element of orthogonal rotation
matrix transforming the GCF to the DCF. Introduc-
ing the components of the tL vector of the resonance
integrals between the metal d-AOs and the Lth
LMO in the DCF, we get

t�
L � �

�

R���L�. (33)

and Eq. (32) acquires the form

e���
� � �

L��

t�
LGLL

adv�Ad�t��
L�. (34)

Thus

W��
cov � �

����

R��
� e���

� R���
� . (35)

The expression (34) defines the AOM parameters in
terms of the quantities that can be calculated within
the LECF method. The AOM parameter matrices e�

are controlled by the resonance integrals vector tL,
L � � in the DCF and by the respective Green’s
function GLL

adv (Ad). In Ref. [22], Eqs. (32) and (34)
have been used to calculate the values of the e� and
e� parameters for a series of octahedral complexes
with nitrogen-containing ligands. That calculation
was in good agreement with experimental 10Dq
values (within 10% accuracy).

The above explicit formulae for the e���
� parame-

ters allow us to perform analysis of various approx-
imations employed in the literature. For example, in
Ref. [19] the dependence of the AOM parameters e�

on separation between the ligand donor and metal
atoms is parameterized in the form
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e� � e�
0 � e���r  r0�. (36)

Even the original AOM method is somewhat richer
than it is parameterized in the CLFSE model [19, 20]
because it presumes existence of off-diagonal pa-
rameters e���

� for misdirected lone pairs. These
quantities are not parameterized in the CLFSE
scheme. Analysis of Eqs. (32)–(34) reveals that the
AOM parameters should not possess the above
simple linear form. By contrast, they depend on the
orientation of the ligand. This dependence can be
analyzed as follows: Let us consider the vector c̃L,
having the components c̃Ls, c̃Lx, c̃Ly, and c̃Lz in the
DCF, representing the LP expansion over the donor
atom AOs (here we assume that each donor atom
gives one s- and three p-AO to the complex AO
basis). The resonance integrals t�

L can be easily de-
termined through the resonance integrals between
the metal d-AO and the donor atom AOs ��� within
the DCF (� � z2, x2 � y2, xz, xy, yz; � � s, x, y, z):

t�
L � c̃Ls�z2,s � c̃Lz�z2,pz

t�x
L � c̃Lx�xz, x

t� y
L � c̃Ly�yz,y. (37)

Components of the 
-symmetry do not appear un-
less d-orbitals are represented among the AOs. The
��� components depend only on the interatomic
separation. The LMO-AO coefficients for p-AOs in
the DCF can be expressed through the invariant
three-component vector c�Lp of the p-AOs coeffi-
cients in the LPs expansion calculated for some
LFCF, which are the parameters of the l-system
electronic structure (see above). The LFCF coincides
neither with the GCF nor with the DCF being rig-
idly attached to the ligand as, for instance, the
frame of the principal axes of the inertia tensor of
the isolated ligand is. In this article, we assume that
a rule for choosing the LFCF in terms of the donor
atom and its neighbor atoms is somehow estab-
lished. Then, the relation between the c̃Lp and the
c�Lp parameters has the form

c̃Lp � T�c�Lp, (38)

where T� is the rotation matrix transforming the
LFCF related to the ligand � to the DCF. (For any
coordinate frame c̃Ls � c�Ls because the coefficient of
the s-function in the LP expansion is rotation-in-
variant parameter of the l-system electronic struc-

ture). Eq. (38) thus expresses the dependence of the
AOM parameters and thus of the crystal field on
molecular geometry of the TMC in a more precise
manner than is done in the CLFSE formalism.

IMPLEMENTATION

The main goal was to construct a procedure com-
prising the LECF approach and general MM by Eq.
(24). It is implemented in the MMECF package [41]
with the RLMO version of the electronic structure
of the ligand system. The package includes both
gradient minimization and minimization without
derivatives [42, 43] procedures. The package allows
us to consider ligands or its fragments as rigid
bodies. As a consequence, the number of geometry
variables considerably decreases, which speeds the
minimization procedure. Technically, the rigid bod-
ies first preoptimized with use of the MM potentials
only (excluding metal-dependent ones) and in fur-
ther calculations their internal geometry is fixed.

SPIN STATES AND GEOMETRIES OF IRON
(II) COMPLEXES

A series of complexes of Fe2� were chosen to
check the relevance of the proposed scheme and
parameterize it. This set contains complexes of both
mono- and polydentate ligands. We studied the
[Fe(Py)6]2�, [Fe(BiPy)3]2�, [Fe(TerPy)2]2�, and
[Fe(mBiPy)3]2� complexes (the ligands are shown
in Fig. 1). Both the low- and high-spin complexes
are present in the list. In the case of the RLMO
model, however, the d-shell splitting is too strong
as compared to experiment so we limit ourselves to
optimal geometry calculation for different spin
states.

Initial geometries were taken from the Cam-
bridge Crystal Structure Data Bank (CCSDB). Hy-
drogen atoms were added where necessary. Corre-
sponding CCSDB code names of the complexes are
PYFEFE [44], VEWVEY [45], NUZKOI [46], and
ZIMBUS [47]. We first preoptimized geometry of
the ligands using the pure MM procedure and
treated the six-membered aromatic rings as rigid
fragments (having only six degrees of freedom
each). Minimization without derivatives was used
with convergence criterion (energy change per iter-
ation 10�6 kcal/mol).

Because the original ECF method was shown
previously [23] to provide an accurate description
for the crystal field in TMC’s itself and also for its
dependence on tiny geometry variations [35, 48],
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we first fitted the MM parameters describing the
FeON interactions (because, namely, this part of
the MM model is affected by introducing the LECF
procedure for estimating the d-shell energy). The
parameters fit was performed by trial-and-error
with the condition that the total spin for the global
energy minimum should coincide with the experi-
ment and the geometry structure at this minimum
should be close to the experimental one. Within
such a setting we, first, studied the complexes listed
above with use of the standard values (B0 � 917
cm�1, C0 � 4040 cm�1) of the Racah parameters for
the free Fe2� ion [25].

This yielded the results present in Table I column
� � 1 (see below). The general conclusion drawn is
that the general outline of the potential energy pro-
files is in agreement with experimental data, al-
though the important details are still wrong. In-
deed, with the free ion values of the Racah
parameters the high-spin molecules have the total
spin 2 in their deepest minima and the low-spin
ones the total spin 0, in agreement with experiment
[16]. However, the energy differences between the
minima corresponding to the correct total spin and
other values of the total spin are too small (ca. 1
kcal/mol) for all molecules considered. On the
other hand, the geometry for the high-spin com-
plexes is systematically shifted toward longer
FeON separations. In fact, it looked like the inter-
section of the high- and low-spin terms in the com-

plexes of iron(II) took place in our calculation at
about 2.2 Å rather than at 2.1 Å as known to be from
the experiment and previous ECF calculation [14].
To clarify this situation, we calculated the 10Dq
splitting parameter as a function of the metal–do-
nor atom distance both with the use of the LECF
combined with the rigid ligand MOs model (LECF–
RLMO) and by the original ECF method for the
octahedral configuration of the complex
[Fe(Py)6]2�. The result is shown in Figure 2. It can
be characterized in a twofold manner: First, one can
notice that the LECF–RLMO curve can be approxi-
mately obtained from the exact ECF one by 0.2Å
shift to the larger interatomic separations; second, it
can be checked that for the sensitive range of the
interatomic separations about 2 Å the ratio
10Dq(LECF–RLMO)/10Dq(ECF) falls in the interval
1.5–2.2.

These observations can be analyzed with use of
the Tanabe–Sugano diagrams (see, e.g., [25]). In-
deed, as one remembers, the relative position of the
electronic terms of different total spin depends on
the 10Dq/B ratio, with its large values correspond-
ing to the high-spin ground states. Because the
LECF–RLMO model regularly overestimates the
splitting parameter due to neglect of the one-elec-
tron transfers between the ligands and the metal 4s-
and 4p-AOs the correct position of the cross-section
point of the high- and low-spin terms can be ob-
tained by multiplying the free ion B0 and C0 values
by a factor �. We studied the complex geometries
for four values of the � parameters equal respec-
tively to 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.4. For each value of �, the
MM parameters for the FeON interaction were fit-
ted. Obtained calculation results are summarized in
Tables I and II. The calculation details characteriz-
ing the quality of the results for corresponding four
series of the Racah B and C parameters are pre-
sented in Table I, while in Table II the information
for the best-fit geometries with the Racah B and C
parameters equal to 1430 and 6240 cm�1, respec-
tively (which corresponds to � � 1.5), is presented.

The nearly octahedral [Fe(Py)6]2� complex has
high-spin ground state. Our calculations reproduce
the same spin of the ground state. The coordination
bond lengths are in acceptable agreement with ex-
perimental data. Valence angles at the metal are in
good agreement with experiment as well. However,
the torsional angles between pyridine planes differ
significantly from the experimental ones. This may
be explained by nonbonded interactions in crystal
environment. Electronic terms for [Fe(Py)6]2� com-
plex for different � values are presented in Figure 3.

FIGURE 1. Ligands used in the calculations.
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TABLE I ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Calculation details for six-coordinated iron(II) complexes.

Complex Spin

� 1 � 1.5

E (kcal/mol)

RMS

E (kcal/mol)

RMS

Bonds Angles Tors. Bonds Angles Tors.

Fe(bipy)3
2� 0 �9367.42 0.03 1.2 1.2 �9336.11 0.01 1.4 0.8

0.08 0.7 0.00 1.9
1 �9340.31 0.09 2.3 1.6 �9297.27 0.06 1.7 1.3

0.24 3.7 0.16 2.3
2 �9354.38 0.12 4.2 5.0 �9322.18 0.08 2.9 3.4

0.32 8.9 0.23 6.2
Fe(terpy)2

2� 0 �9337.06 0.05 1.5 0.8 �9301.69 0.02 1.5 0.9
0.12 0.6 0.03 1.9

1 �9315.77 0.10 2.8 1.9 �9269.24 0.07 2.1 2.1
0.26 2.9 0.18 1.2

2 �9326.85 0.14 5.3 3.6 �9288.03 0.11 4.4 3.4
0.39 11.3 0.30 9.4

Fe(py)6
2� 0 �9382.08 0.06 0.8 16.3 �9336.25 0.09 0.7 21.5

0.15 1.4 0.23 1.2
1 �9365.24 0.05 0.7 30.5 �9316.22 0.07 0.7 24.6

0.13 1.1 0.18 1.2
2 �9382.49 0.02 0.7 28.8 �9345.72 0.02 0.7 24.9

0.05 1.2 0.06 1.2
Fe(m-bipy)3

2� 0 �9356.69 0.04 4.3 4.4 �9313.41 0.07 4.9 5.1
0.12 8.9 0.20 9.9

1 �9337.31 0.03 3.0 4.1 �9289.08 0.04 3.3 4.7
0.08 6.1 0.12 6.6

2 �9358.23 0.04 1.7 2.5 �9324.60 0.02 1.6 2.5
0.10 3.7 0.03 3.3

� 2 � 2.4

Fe(bipy)3
2� 0 �9235.59 0.01 1.7 1.3 �9209.11 0.02 1.9 1.2

0.02 2.4 0.05 3.1
1 �9197.34 0.04 1.6 0.8 �9165.73 0.03 1.5 1.0

0.11 1.3 0.08 1.6
2 �9233.85 0.06 1.9 2.3 �9209.02 0.04 1.5 1.8

0.16 3.8 0.11 2.7
Fe(terpy)2

2� 0 �9198.44 0.01 1.6 1.3 �9172.85 0.02 1.8 1.2
0.01 2.2 0.03 3.0

1 �9163.55 0.05 1.9 1.3 �9127.79 0.04 1.7 1.8
0.14 0.7 0.10 1.4

2 �9187.09 0.08 3.2 2.3 �9156.94 0.06 2.7 2.1
0.23 6.8 0.18 5.7

Fe(py)6
2� 0 �9233.06 0.10 0.7 21.2 �9197.95 0.11 0.7 21.0

0.26 1.1 0.30 1.1
1 �9212.45 0.08 0.7 20.3 �9173.28 0.09 0.7 20.5

0.21 1.1 0.24 1.1
2 �9257.70 0.04 0.7 23.6 �9227.56 0.06 0.7 22.8

0.11 1.2 0.16 1.1
Fe(m-bipy)3

2� 0 �9208.88 0.08 5.4 5.6 �9177.23 0.09 5.7 6.4
0.22 10.7 0.26 11.1

1 �9192.56 0.06 4.5 6.1 �9156.17 0.07 4.7 6.4
0.18 9.1 0.21 9.4

2 �9231.67 0.03 2.4 3.1 �9204.35 0.04 2.7 4.1
0.07 4.8 0.12 5.2
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They illustrate the validity of our conjecture con-
cerning the position of the spin-cross-section point
as a function of �. As one can see for stronger
Coulomb interaction in the d-shell the transition to
the low-spin ground state requires stronger crystal
filed. This results in the shift of the spin-cross-
section point to the experimentally substantiated
value of 2.1 Å.

Tris-(2-methyl-bipyridine)-iron complex
[Fe(mBiPy)3]2� also has the high-spin ground
state, in agreement with the experiment. The cal-
culated lengths of the FeON bonds for the meth-
ylated ring are somewhat shorter than the exper-
imental ones. This disagreement can possibly be
cured by adjusting the 1,4-van der Waals param-
eters, which were not fitted in the present study.

Geometry of both low-spin complexes, [Fe(BiPy)3]
2�

and [Fe(TerPy)2]2�, are calculated with good accu-
racy. Even the details of geometry in the case of the
terpyridyl complex are reproduced: The bond
length for the central ring is somewhat longer than
that for the side rings. Despite the difference in
bond distances, one can see a good quality of ex-
perimental geometry reproduction by the LECF–
RLMO–MMGK calculations. Moreover, the hybrid
method predict the minimum energy for each com-
plex to the spin state observed experimentally. The

energy differences between the minima for the best-
fit Racah parameters are large enough to explain
the fact that for the compounds under consider-
ation only one ground spin state is observed.

Finally, we can say that by concert usage of the
LECF–RLMO procedure as a QM model for de-
scribing the geometry dependence of the d-shell
energy and the MMGK procedure as a MM model
for the ligand energy, a unified MM-like descrip-
tion for the PESs of different spin states of the
iron(II) complexes is achieved with use of the single
spin-independent parameterization (the full set of
parameters are available from the authors upon
request).

A similar result has been reached in Ref. [19] for
a series of nickel (II) complexes with use of the
CLFSE–MM methodology. However, the descrip-
tion of the d-shell state in the CLFSE–MM method
[19] is based on the one-electron approximation and
neglects the d-electron correlations—which, in fact,
are responsible for the form of the energy low-
excitation spectrum of the d-shell. For that reason,
the success of the CLFSE method in describing mol-
ecules with different total spin is reached for the
case of nickel (II) complexes when the one-electron
approximation suffices to describe the difference
between the d-level splitting and filling for the

FIGURE 2. Dependence of 10Dq for calculations by ECF or LECF–RLMO on FeON separation. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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TABLE II ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Observed and calculated bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for six-coordinated iron(II) complexes.

� Exp.

Calc.

S � 2 S � 0 S � 1

1 1.5 1 1.5 1 1.5

[Fe(bipy)3]2�; ground state
S � 0

Energy (kcal/mol) �9354.38 �9209.02 �9367.42 �9209.11 �9340.31 �9165.73
FeON (Å) 1.97 2.29 2.19 2.05 1.97 2.24 1.94

1.97 2.29 2.19 2.05 1.97 2.00 2.15
1.97 2.29 2.19 2.04 1.97 2.00 2.17
1.97 2.29 2.19 2.04 1.97 2.24 2.17
1.97 2.29 2.20 2.05 1.96 2.27 2.15
1.97 2.29 2.20 2.04 1.96 2.27 1.93

NOFeON (°) 81.9 73.0 75.7 82.3 84.7 79.4 82.0
94.3 94.5 94.7 93.5 93.1 97.2 94.2
89.8 100.3 98.6 90.5 88.9 93.7 87.9
94.3 94.7 94.3 94.5 93.4 97.9 96.1

174.6 161.7 166.2 175.6 177.1 169.9 177.1
174.6 159.7 164.9 174.1 176.3 175.3 172.2
94.3 93.2 94.0 93.2 92.3 97.5 96.6
89.8 102.3 98.2 90.7 89.9 89.5 92.2
94.3 95.9 96.0 94.6 92.9 94.9 96.0
81.9 73.0 75.8 82.5 84.6 79.4 76.3
94.3 94.6 94.0 93.9 93.2 94.3 95.1
89.8 99.9 95.5 89.7 89.4 89.0 88.02

174.6 161.1 164.1 174.0 176.9 167.4 170.8
94.3 94.7 93.0 92.9 92.9 95.3 94.4
81.9 73.1 75.7 82.3 84.9 73.6 82.0

[Fe(terpy)2]2�; ground state
S � 0

Energy (kcal/mol) �9315.77 �9156.94 �9337.07 �9172.85 �9326.85 �9127.79
FeON (Å) 1.88 2.32 2.23 1.92 1.86 1.96 1.90

1.97 2.33 2.23 2.11 2.01 2.27 2.18
1.98 2.35 2.25 2.12 2.01 2.29 2.20
1.88 2.32 2.23 1.92 1.87 1.97 1.90
1.98 2.35 2.25 2.14 2.02 2.31 2.21
1.98 2.33 2.23 2.13 2.02 2.29 2.20

NOFeON (°) 81.7 70.9 72.8 81.2 82.9 79.2 81.1
81.1 70.4 72.3 81.2 83.1 78.5 80.3

179.4 178.1 175.3 180.0 179.9 179.8 179.7
98.3 107.7 111.8 99.4 97.3 101.9 100.0
99.9 111.3 103.2 99.3 97.4 101.5 99.4

162.8 141.3 145.0 162.4 166.0 157.7 161.4
98.7 108.7 109.3 98.8 97.2 100.6 98.7
90.0 98.0 95.5 91.3 90.8 93.9 92.8
91.6 94.5 95.2 91.4 90.7 91.3 91.6
98.5 110.0 105.7 98.8 96.8 101.7 99.9
92.3 93.9 95.5 91.5 91.0 91.2 90.9
91.6 99.1 94.6 91.6 91.1 92.7 91.0
81.3 70.4 72.4 80.6 82.7 78.3 80.3
80.5 70.6 72.6 80.7 82.6 78.3 80.4

161.8 141.0 145.0 161.4 165.4 156.6 160.6
(Continued)
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TABLE II ______________________________________________________________________________________________
(Continued)

� Exp.

Calc.

S � 2 S � 1 S � 0

1 1.5 1 1.5 1 1.5

[Fe(py)6]2�; ground state
S � 2
Energy (kcal/mol) �9382.49 �9227.56 �9365.24 �9173.28 �9382.08 �9197.95

FeON (Å) 2.25 2.30 2.20 2.29 1.95 2.09 2.00
2.28 2.30 2.21 2.04 2.20 2.14 2.05
2.29 2.30 2.20 2.29 2.19 2.11 2.02
2.26 2.30 2.20 2.29 1.95 2.09 2.01
2.22 2.30 2.21 2.04 2.20 2.13 2.05
2.25 2.30 2.20 2.29 2.19 2.10 2.02

NOFeON (°) 90.1 90.2 90.2 90.0 90.0 90.1 90.1
89.4 89.0 89.9 87.8 90.0 90.0 90.0

178.5 179.0 179.9 179.8 180.0 180.0 180.0
90.0 90.4 90.1 90.0 90.1 90.0 90.0
90.1 90.2 89.9 92.0 90.0 89.9 89.9
90.2 90.8 90.2 90.3 90.6 90.0 90.0
89.6 89.6 89.9 89.9 89.9 90.0 89.9

178.5 178.0 179.5 179.9 179.3 179.7 179.7
89.6 89.3 90.1 90.1 90.0 90.2 90.0
92.1 90.0 90.0 92.1 90.2 90.1 90.0
88.3 91.2 90.3 89.8 90.2 90.3 90.2

179.4 179.2 179.6 179.6 179.4 179.8 179.8
90.3 89.9 89.9 90.1 90.0 89.9 90.0
88.5 90.8 90.2 88.1 90.1 90.1 90.2
91.9 88.7 89.4 89.8 89.3 89.5 89.8

[Fe(m-bipy)3]2�; ground state
S � 2

Energy (kcal/mol) �9358.23 �9204.35 �9337.31 �9156.17 �9356.69 �9177.23
FeON (Å) 2.20 2.29 2.20 2.21 2.12 2.04 1.96

2.16 2.30 2.20 2.02 1.95 2.04 1.97
2.20 2.30 2.21 2.28 2.18 2.02 1.96
2.19 2.31 2.21 2.11 2.01 2.16 2.06
2.26 2.30 2.21 2.29 2.20 2.14 2.05
2.24 2.31 2.21 2.30 2.20 2.16 2.07

NOFeON (°) 88.3 93.6 92.8 93.1 90.9 91.2 90.1
170.1 177.2 173.9 176.0 171.2 178.3 175.6
74.5 73.0 75.5 79.2 82.7 81.1 84.3
86.9 88.7 86.5 87.0 84.7 86.9 86.2

113.8 109.5 110.2 109.1 110.3 99.8 98.8
86.7 87.3 85.6 83.7 83.0 88.1 87.0

162.0 166.2 166.8 172.2 173.4 171.8 172.6
74.5 73.2 75.9 78.4 81.2 81.8 84.8
86.7 89.1 87.7 92.5 91.3 90.7 89.2

111.1 106.3 106.8 104.0 103.5 99.7 98.9
83.5 89.0 87.5 90.0 88.1 91.5 90.3
74.5 73.1 75.6 73.5 76.3 81.8 84.4

109.0 109.0 108.7 100.6 99.3 100.5 99.6
95.5 92.3 90.8 90.5 89.9 87.9 86.9

151.8 155.6 157.3 162.1 163.4 170.1 172.2
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high-spin (triplet) six-coordinate and the low-spin
(singlet) square planar four-coordinate complexes.
By contrast, the (L)ECF method explicitly takes into
account the electron correlation in the d-shell by
employing the full configuration interaction wave
function for the latter. It makes it possible to
describe correctly the low-lying excited states of
the d-shell and the crossovers that are required
for description of the spin transitions [35, 48].
That allowed us to trace the effect of tiny geom-
etry variations on the ground-state total spin in
the complexes that maintain their octahedral ge-
ometry and the whole difference in geometry
does not exceed 10% of the metal–ligand bond
length.
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